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Singapore is a tourism-friendly nation attracting a large number of backpackers annually. It offers an
array of attractions to savor, and hence ensures a pleasant experience to everyone. Read on to
know more about Singapore tourism and its major components. 

A vivacious and progressive city-state yet full of Asian warmth & hospitality; a place where the old &
new coexist peacefully and the East and West come together; a paradise for travelers as well as
business professionals â€“ Singapore is righty termed as the â€˜Tourism Capital of Asiaâ€™ personifying an
exciting and remarkable destination to all. Visiting here simply means exquisite travel experience no
matter what your travel fancy is. From traditional Chinatown & Little India to contemporary Marina
Bay, and fun-filled Sentosa Island to mystic Night Safari, this beautiful Southeast Asian nation
boasts an array of attractions to cater every style of vacation. A dynamic urban environment with
plenty of actions to thrown in, Singapore, literally, has something for everyone.

Singapore tourism has long been flourishing. And the reason behind that is obviously the
Governmentâ€™s capacity to alter regulations in order to create an appealing climate for travelers,
service providers and the developers who start new projects to bring economic benefits to the
nation. Singapore tourism deliver world-class culture and leisure-experience year-round and hence
allures tourists in hordes. One thing that impresses everyone is that Singapore has successfully
preserved its clean, safe and natural environment till the date. With huge influx of travelers annually,
tourism industry is anticipating for better results in near future. New establishments are taking place
in Singapore every now and then. Simply, tourism is now the most important component Singapore
economy has to rely upon.

Also, marketing has given a tremendous sport for Singapore tourism to grow. The country is
promoting itself as eco-tourism center, which makes getting it attention from green-minded and
nature-loving tourists. Cultures & cuisines here are simply detectable. Visit here in June and you
find an electric mix of Asian cuisines to savor during Singapore Food Festival. Singapore houses
from people from varied cultures with Chinese, Indian and Malay being its major communities. The
impressive element is that they all live in harmony following their own traditions and social values.
Festivals here are celebrated with zeal and enthusiasm, which can leave anyone spellbound. Youâ€™ll
undergo an unforgettable atmosphere if you plan Singapore holiday at time of Christmas or Chinese
New Year. Literally, how enchanting it could be watching the people endowing dead with luxuries. 

Singapore is quite easy and safe to wander around. It has the worldâ€™s lowest crime rates. Moreover,
English is the widely spoken language, making it easier for travelers doing shopping, transporting
and other activities there. About 12 millions travelers visit Singapore annually, which is over twice its
total population. To put travelers on ease and comforts, a number of travel companies arrange
Singapore tour in packages. With customized Singapore tour packages, they ensure travelers a
pleasant holiday there. However, some of the operators are cowboys dealing with can mess up your
trip. So no matter you plan a Singapore tour or trip to Goa, itâ€™s imperative to deal with a reliable
source only.
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Archi Mehra - About Author:
Hungry Bags is a leading travel portal that offers a wide range of a Singapore tour packages and
deals for a Darjeeling tour and a trip to Goa at reasonable rates.
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